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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a fitting (2) for coupling a chair (1) and a table (7) to each other in a removable manner, the table (7) comprising a tabletop
(71) which rests on table legs (72) and the chair (1) comprising a back (11) as well as a seat portion (12) provided with chair legs, said seat portion
(12) having a sitting section (121) which rests on a horizontal frame (122) of the seat portion, said frame having also connected therewith an upward
directed back (11) by way of a support rack (111), whereby on the support rack (111) of the chair's back (11) is mounted fixedly or removably
said fitting (2). The fitting (2) has a mouth (6), comprising a mouth bottom (61) as well as an upper jaw (62) of the mouth and a lower jaw (63) of
the mouth integral with the mouth bottom (63) which extend at a distance (V) from each other over the entire length thereof, whereby the upper
and lower jaws (62, 63) are co-directional with or at an angle relative to each other and between what in a view from the mouth bottom are the
furthermost edges (62b, 63b) thereof is left an entrance (64) of the mouth, which, in a view from the mouth bottom, is located in its entirety ahead of
the sitting section (121) of the chair's seat portion and opens towards said sitting section, such that between a middle plane (K) of a mouth opening
(65) left between the mouth's upper and lower jaws (62, 63) and a middle plane (T) of the tabletop is established an acute angle (a) as the chair
(1) has been coupled to the tabletop (71) by way of the fitting (2) by arranging the tabletop (71) in the mouth opening (65) in such a way that the
mouth has its trough bottom (61) and its upper jaw (62) bearing against a top surface (71 a) of the tabletop (71) and the mouth has its lower jaw (63)
bearing against a bottom surface (71 b) of the tabletop.
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